
Winter Olympics
Activities

THE

Medal tracking. Sport vocab. 
Writing. Discussion. Brainstorming

Scavenger Hunt and more ...

https://resources.eltbuzz.com/search.html


Winter  Olympic Sports
What winter Olympic sports can you name.  List them and put them into categories. 





A FAMOUS WINTER OLYMPIAN

__________________

Research the story of a Winter 
Olympian. What important events 
happened in that person's life?  



THE GAMES 
alphabetical order
Write these sports down in alphabetical order:

figure skating

curling

bobsled

snowboarding

hockey

nordic skiing

biathlon

ski jumping

freestyle skiing



Watch The Winter Olympics. When you see these things, check them off! 



MEDAL tally
country gold silver bronze total



MEDAL tally
country gold silver bronze total



Name:

OO
LL
YY
MM
PP
II

CC
SS

Write an acrostic poem using the letters below.  

THE OLYMPICS



Discuss with a partner or in your group.  

1) What Olympic sport is your favorite?

2) Have you ever attended the Olympic games. Do you wish to?

3) Have you ever dreamed of going to the Olympics? Which sport?

4) Which sports do you think should be added to the Olympic games?

5) Do the Olympics cost too much?  Any solution to this?

6) Who do you think was the greatest Olympian of all time?

7) Do you think the Olympics are too nationalistic?

8) Have you ever watched the Paralympics?  What sports did you watch?

9) What is the Olympic motto?  Do you know it?

10) What sport ends the Olympic games?  Do you think that is a good event to end the games?

.......................................................................................................................................................... 

Discuss with a partner or in your group.  

1) What sport do you think is the most popular at the Olympics?

2) Which sport defines the world's greatest athlete?

3) What does it take to  become an Olympic athlete?

4) Which sports do you think shouldn't be in the Olympics?

5) Do you think athletes should be allowed to protest at the Olympics?

6) What Olympic memory do you have and is important to you?

7) Where do you think the next Olympics should be held?

8) Do you believe there is doping at the Olympics?

9) Are the standards to attend the Olympics, too tough, too hard?

10) Would you move to a small country and become a citizen just to be able to attend the Olympics?
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THE GAMES 
alphabetical order
Write these sports down in alphabetical order:

figure skating

curling

bobsled

snowboarding

hockey

nordic skiing

biathlon

ski jumping

freestyle skiing

biathlon

bobsled

curling

figure skating

freestyle skiing

hockey

nordic skiing

ski jumping

snowboarding
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